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M ,,::ion data in selected oes areas. In addition, a 
f dl but highly qualified geophysical interpretive 
- ,0 of experienced personnel is presently providing 

.;q;ort in each of the four OCS regional offices. 
\t the present time approximately 50,000 line-miles 

: Ccep focus common-depth-point digital seismic re
',,::ion data have been purchased and are under eval
,,::on by division geophysical personnel. An addi
.. :.11 SOOO line-miles of shallow focus, high-resolution 
.c.'physical data are under interpretive evaluation as 
:<etlins to lease management and hazard analysis deci
".,;).S. ~.rore data, deep and shallow focus, are planned 
.: acquisition as new areas of the OCS are pro

:-lmmed for evaluation. Refinement of the data and 
':c:pre,:ation currently available will also be im
. :wed through application of new computer pro
;:l:TI5 under development to enhance data quality. 

Onshore geophysics, time, personnel, and budget 
;,,:nilting, will also play a more important role in 
,:ure development and management of the federal 
":.C:;. Consideration for the use of portable refraction 
'~uipment and analysis of new geophysical techniques 
-' ;upp'Jrt the division mission are currently under 
ecnnicp.l evaluation. 

,;."physical Methods ill Geothermal Exploration 

XOR:\L\~ HARTHII.I. 

Geothermal exploration is' currently enjoying a 
:')<)nl in the United States but the state of the art is 
,:·xnparable to that of early petroleum prospecting. 
While little is known of the nature of geothermal res
<:-\'oirs, the published data indicate that they are bod
:t; of superheated water located in porous rocks at 
.:epths between 1 and 3 km. The exploration problem 
:> to define the location of this body of water, its '101-

"me, and temperature. The most characteristic physi
c:;]parameter of superheated water is its high elec
',rical conductivity. Many techniques of measuring 
:"1rlh conductivity have been used, but the one which 
~lS had most success is the dipole mapping method 
'\'hich is capable of delineating lateral conductivity 
changes down to d~pths of greater than 3 km with 
.!ttle effect from surface conditions. Depth control is 
'upplied by time-domain electromagnetic sounding. 

These two techniques have been used in surveys in 
Central America, the United States, Indonesia, Mex
ico, and East Africa, and examples will be taken from 
them. 

Design Principles for Synergic SPatial-Frequency Fil
ters as Applied 10 ROlltine Seismic Recording 

W. S. HAWES AND D. G. LANG 

Proceeding from the well-known principles of spa
tial and frequency filters, a set of criteria and methods 
are presented for the design of synergic filter combi
nations. Such combinations can systematically utilize 
available hardware to assure maximum attenuation of 
coherent horizontally propagated interferences. 

Simple procedures are developed for arriving at the 
"best" configuration of elements comprising the source 
and detector arrays. From the calculated response 
functions of these arrays, the best practical ratio of 
their lengths is defined. This ratio, together \vith the 
highest measured velocity of horizontally propagated 
interference (usually "ground roll") is used to assign 
specific and practical dimensions to the two arrays. 
The response of the source-detector combination is 
then computed and converted to the frequency do
main. 

The frequency response curve of the source-detector 
combination has an attenuation band and a passband. 
Interference frequencies lying in the passband will be 
recorded at the expense of signal unless they are at
tenuated by an appropriate high-pass filter. The cor
rect parameters for this high-pass filter are readily de
finable by simple inspection of the frequency domain 
response function of the spatial filter. 

The high-pass frequency filter, fundioning together 
with the spatial filter, thus constitutes a synergic com
bination that will satisfy the critical objectives of field 
recording filters: minimum attenuation of the signal 
with maximum attenuation of the interference over the 
entire spectrum. 

Underwater Imagery by Mapping SOllor 

E. F. HAVE 

The unique long range of the IFP mapping sonar 
now allows imagery of the sea bottom to be obtained 
which is quite comparable to air photography or ra
dar imagery on land. The sonar scans out to a half 
mile on each side of a towed fish, making it practical 
for regional geologiC sea-floor mapping. When used in 
conjunction with a vertical profile sparker, submarine 
geologic interpretations can be made that are superior 
to photogeologic interpretations on land. 

There are two modes of operation of the sonar: (1) 
With proper placement of ship traverses, continuous 
imagery can be obtained comparable to a stapled air
photo mosaic. (2) The sonar fish can be pulled behind 
a seismic vessel, producing mile-wide strip-type (011-
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